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Highly anisotropic electron transport in shallow InGaAs heterostructures
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We observe strikingly different magnetoconductivities in the two orthogonal^110& directions in strain
relaxed In0.75Ga0.25As/In0.75Al0.25As heterostructures on GaAs with an additional strained InAs channel. Up to
19% higher mobilities are found in the@-110# direction compared with the@110# direction. In addition, the
@110# direction shows a pronounced positive parabolic magnetoresistance, which is not observed in@-110#. The
degree of this anisotropic transport is found to decrease for an increase in electron density as well as for an
increasing distance between the two-dimensional electron gas and the heterostructure surface. The positive
magnetoresistance in@110# can be explained by the semiclassical theory on modulated two-dimensional elec-
tron gases. We tentatively attribute the potential modulation to anisotropic spatial variations in residual strain,
which are correlated with the cross hatch morphology of the sample surface.
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The development of lattice-mismatched epitaxy of III-
semiconductor alloys, such as InxGa12xAs and InxAl12xAs,
on GaAs and InP substrates offers promising aspects for
design of electronic devices. However, the lattice misma
between different layers can only be compensated for
elastic strain if the layer thicknesses do not exceed a crit
value.1 For thicker layers strain relaxation generally tak
place via the formation of misfit and associated thread
dislocations,1 which degrade the electronic properties of t
devices.2 The strain fields associated with the misfit disloc
tions lead to the characteristic cross-hatch morpholo3

which occurs in the form of trenches and ridges align
along the two orthogonal in-planê110& directions at the
heterostructure surface.4,5 For strain-relaxed SiGe films
grown on Si, it has been shown that the cross-hatch morp
ogy is highly correlated with large lateral variations in t
surface strain.6 Studies of the strain relaxation in step-grad
InxGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructures revealed spatial va
tions of the in-plane strain.7 Due to the lack of inversion
symmetry in III-V semiconductors, orthogonal directions a
not equivalent, which affects the uniformity of the strain r
laxation and the epitaxial growth.8,9 Anisotropic transport-
properties of two-dimensional electron gases~2DEGs! in
heterostructures containing strained or strain relaxed la
have been reported by several authors.9–13 These anisotro-
pies were associated with asymmetric lattice defects an
surface morphologies. Anisotropic ordering effects dur
strained-layer epitaxial growth were also reported.11 How-
ever, complete correlations between asymmetric struct
and electronic properties are not clear at present.

In this work, we report on highly anisotropi
magnetotransport properties of modulation-dop
In0.75Ga0.25As/In0.75Al0.25As heterostructures embedding a
additional strained InAs channel grown on GaAs. In addit
to a mobility anisotropy along the two orthogonal^110& di-
rections of up to 19%, the low-mobility direction@110#
shows a pronounced positive parabolic magnetoresista
which is not observed in@-110#. We show that this positive
magnetoresistance can be explained by a weak pote
modulation resulting in a spatially varying electron dens
The origin of the potential modulation is tentatively attri
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uted to anisotropic spatial variations in residual strain. T
dependence of the anisotropic electron transport on the
tance between the 2DEG and the heterostructure surfac
gether with atomic force microscopy studies of the surfa
suggest a correlation between the anisotropic transport p
erties and the asymmetric cross-hatch morphology.

The samples are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy o
~001! GaAs substrate. For strain relaxation a step gra
buffer consisting of six 100-nm-thick layers of InxAl12xAs
with increasing indium content is grown. The specific grow
details are reported in previous publications.2,13 The buffer
layer is followed by an In0.75Al0.25As layer doped within 7
nm and a subsequent undoped spacer layer of 5-nm th
ness. The channel containing the 2DEG consists of a 16
In0.75Ga0.25As quantum well with an asymmetrically inserte
4-nm InAs layer. The whole structure is capped by
In0.75Al0.25As layer. Using this template we have grown thr
different samples with cap thicknesses of 6, 16, and 36
Shubnikov-de Haas~SdH! and Hall measurements are ca
ried out on photolithographically defined L-shaped Hall ba
with a width of 100mm and a length to width ratio of 4
aligned along the two orthogonal in-plane directions@110#
and @-110#. The measurements are performed at a temp
ture of 4.2 K. The signals are detected using lock-in te
nique and a current of 0.1mA. To assess the mobility as
function of the carrier density we illuminate the samples w
a red light-emitting diode resulting in an increase of the el
tron density.

Table I shows the intrinsic, i.e., before illumination of th
samples, electron mobilitiesm and densitiesNs for the three
samples. The samples show only slightly different densi
which could be due to the different cap thickness influenc
the charge distribution in the heterostructures. A mu
smaller difference in the density is also found between
orthogonal̂ 110& directions, which is comparable to the de
sity deviations measured between different voltage probe
a Hall bar oriented along only one crystal direction. Comp
ing the mobilities in the twô 110& directions we observe a
mobility anisotropy, which is as high as 19% for the mo
shallow sample. For the less shallow structures this ani
ropy decreases gradually. Moreover, we find that the mo
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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ity anisotropy decreases for increasing electron density.
low-mobility @110# direction shows an undulation period o
the cross-hatch morphology which is about four tim
shorter than that in the@-110# direction. Figure 1 shows an
atomic force microscopy~AFM! image of the 36-nm cap
sample surface visualizing the cross hatch pattern.
height variations are in the 10–20-nm regime. The fast F
rier transform of the AFM image@Fig. 1~b!# clearly shows
periodicities of the cross-hatch pattern in the@-110# and
@110# directions with periods ofa;5.5 and 1.3 nm, respec
tively.

In addition to the mobility anisotropy, we find strikingl
different magnetoresistivities in the orthogonal^110& direc-
tions, which is shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Comparing the
resistance curves in the two directions, a pronounced pos
parabolic magnetoresistance is observed in@110#, but not in
@-110#. For magnetic fieldsB.1 T this positive magnetore
sistance is superimposed by the emerging SdH-oscillati
which further are much higher in amplitude in@110# than in
@-110#. The differences in the magnetoresistivity curves b
come stronger for decreasing distance between the 2D
and the surface, as can be seen directly from Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!. As for the mobility anisotropy, these differences d
crease gradually at higher electron densities. For the 36
cap sample no difference in the magnetoresistivities is fo
for a density ofNs;6.031011 cm22. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 2~c! where both traces are nearly identical and alm
no mobility anisotropy is found.

We would like to note that in both directions the Sd
oscillation minima reach zero for magnetic fields above 4
Furthermore, the carrier densities determined from SdH
Hall measurements agree within less than 2%. These find

TABLE I. Electron densities and mobilities in the two^110&
directions for the three samples with different distances between
2DEG and the surface.

@-110# @110#
Cap Ns m Ns m
thickness (1011 cm22) (cm2/V s) (1011 cm22) (cm2/V s)

6 nm 4.2 100 000 4.1 81 000
16 nm 4.0 100 000 3.9 90 000
36 nm 3.8 98 000 3.8 93 000

FIG. 1. AFM image~a! revealing the cross-hatch morphology
the surface for the 36-nm cap sample. The fast Fourier transform~b!
clearly shows different periodicities in the two^110& directions.
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indicate that there is no parallel conduction in our samp
and we can exclude this effect as an explanation for
positive magnetoresistance.

A positive magnetoresistance has been observed in p
odically modulated 2DEGs at high magnetic fields, whe
the cyclotron radiusr c is much smaller than the perioda of
the density modulation.14 It has been found that this
nonoscillatory magnetoresistance arises beyond the low-
commensurability oscillations,15,16 and follows directly from
the theory by Beenakker.17 Originally, Beenakker derived a
semiclassical expression for a weak potential modulation
plaining the commensurability oscillations in terms of a res
nance between the periodic cyclotron motion and the os
lating E3B drift of the orbit center induced by the
modulation. For vct@1 and a modulation strength«
[eVrms/EF!1 the longitudinal magnetoresistivity is give
by17

rxx /r05110.5~«ql !2J0
2~qrc!@12J0

2~qr c!#
21, ~1!

whereJ0(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind of orde
zero and real argumentz, vc , and r c are the cyclotron fre-
quency and radius, respectively,t is the electron scattering
time, EF is the Fermi energy,l is the mean free path,q
52p/a, and the potential modulation is taken asV(x)
5A2Vrmssin(2px/a). Assuming a weak modulation of th
carrier density in@110# for our samples, it is likely to have a
period similar to that of the cross hatches, we determine
modulation strength« by fitting our magnetoresistance da
with Eq. ~1!.

he

FIG. 2. Anisotropic magnetoresistances in the@2110# ~dashed
curves! and@110# ~solid curves! directions of the 6-nm cap~a! and
the 36-nm cap~b! samples. In addition to the mobility anisotropy,
strong positive magnetoresistance is observed in@110#, which dis-
appears for higher electron densities~c!.
9-2
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Figure 3 shows the magnetoresistances in@110# for three
different carrier densities and the calculated fits using
~1!. The only adjustable parameter used for the fits is
modulation strength«. The Fermi energyEF and the mean
free pathl are determined directly from each magnetores
tance curve for each fit. The modulation period is assume
be a51.3 mm, which is the undulation period determine
for troughs orthogonal to@110# at the sample surface~see
Fig. 1!. We find a very good agreement between the exp
ment and the theoretical expression until the onset of
SdH-oscillations, which are not included in the theory. Slig
deviations between the fits and experiment, which are ha
visible on the scale of Fig. 3, are not surprising since
theoretical assumption of a sinusoidal modulation of
electron density will differ from the experimental situatio
The determined modulation strengths« are of the order of a
few percent, which agrees with other experiments on wea
modulated 2DEGs.14–16 Moreover, we note that the positiv
magnetoresistance is not influenced by temperatures of u
25 K, which indicates that we are dealing with a classi
transport phenomenon. The commensurability oscillati
periodic in 1/B are not observed in the experiment, and a
too small to be resolved in the calculated traces in Fig
They would occur at fields at which 2r c.a. At these fields
the commensurability oscillations cannot be observed in
relatively low-mobility samples, since the conditionmB@1
does not hold.17

Figure 4 shows the modulation strength« determined for
all three samples as a function of the carrier density. Qu
tatively the modulation strength« behaves as expected fro
the density dependence and the cap layer dependence o
anisotropy. For each sample we find a monotonic decreas
« with increasing carrier density. If we assume the poten
modulationeVrms to be an intrinsic property of the crysta
structure, i.e., constant, a higher carrier density results
weaker modulation«[eVrms/EF of the 2DEG. Furthermore
the modulation strength« decreases for increasing distan
between the 2DEG and the crystal surface. At high dens

FIG. 3. A comparison between the measured magnetoresista
in @110# ~solid curves! and the theoretical expression„dashed
curves; see Eq.~1!… in the magnetic field range for which the pos
tive magnetoresistance is not concealed by the SdH oscillation
clear dependence of the determined modulation strength« on the
carrier density can be seen. The three curves correspond to c
densities~from bottom to top!: Ns55.7/4.6/3.831011 cm22.
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the modulation vanishes for the 36-nm cap sample, whe
it is still present for the more shallow structures~compare
Fig. 2!. Apart from an offset, the density dependencies o«
in the 16-nm and 36-nm cap samples are identical. The
son for the slightly different behavior of the 6-nm cap sam
in comparison with the 16-nm and 36-nm cap samples
higher densities is not clear to us at present.

We tentatively attribute a potential modulation to spat
variations of the residual in-plane strain. For strained Si
films on Si the existence of laterally varying strain fields a
its correlation with the cross-hatch morphology has be
demonstrated.6 Anisotropic in-plane strain relaxation is als
reported for InxGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructures, resulting
mm-scale variations of uniaxial and biaxial strains.7–9 The
hydrostatic strain components directly influence the ba
lineup of the heterostructure18 and could thus lead to a po
tential fluctuation interacting with the 2DEG. Nonhydrosta
strain~shear strain! is known to affect the electronic structur
by removing band degeneracy. An additional contributi
may result from piezoelectric effects, which couple to sh
stresses.9,19The fact that a positive magnetoresistance is o
observed in one of the twô110& directions as well as the
observed mobility anisotropy may at least be partly due to
anisotropic strain relaxation concomitant with an asymme
misfit dislocation density.2 The systematic dependence of th
modulation strength« on the shallowness of the sample, i.e
on the distance between the 2DEG and the crystal surf
indicates that the anisotropic transport properties are clo
related to the asymmetric cross-hatch morphology. Assum
the potential modulation to arise from residual strain,
roughly estimate the average residual strain, i.e., the ave
residual lattice mismatch. We use a deformation potentia
5.6 eV by interpolating between the values given for In
and GaAs.18 For the 6-nm cap sample with«50.08 this
would yield a residual lattice mismatch of;0.04%. Taking
into account the simplicity of this estimate, i.e., especia
the negligence of the screening of the 2DEG, this value is
good agreement with results from direct measurements of
residual strain.6–8

In summary, we report on highly anisotropic magn

ces

A

rier

FIG. 4. Strength« of the 2DEG modulation in dependence o
the carrier density for the three samples with different distan
between the 2DEG and the surface. The modulation strength«
are determined as is described in the text. The lines are gu
to the eye.
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totransport properties of shallow modulation-dop
In0.75Ga0.25As/In0.75Al0.25As heterostructures containing a
additional strained InAs channel grown on GaAs. We find
mobility anisotropy of up to 19% in the two orthogon
^110& directions. The low-mobility direction@110# shows a
positive magnetoresistance. Both the mobility anisotropy
the positive magnetoresistance decrease for increasing
tron density as well as for an increase of the distance
tween the 2DEG and the sample surface. This positive m
netoresistance can be understood in terms of a modul
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